Puzzles from run I diffraction at CDF gap fractions are suppressed relative to theory predictions, both for soft (Regge) and hard diffraction …but factorization holds among processes at the same energy, just like at HERA DSF at √s=1800 GeV suppressed by factor ~ 20 while Regge by factor ~8 contradicts RENORM prediction
Why Run II Diffraction at CDF?
Resolve question on oft vs. hard diffraction suppression -are they really different? Make precise measurement of the DSF in dijets -sensitive to gluon pdf's Measure diffractive W/Z production -sensitive to quark pdf's Central gaps in soft and hard diffraction -BFKL, Mueller-Navelet, other Aim to observe exclusive dijet production -important for diffractive Higgs searches
Measurements w /the MiniPlugs ADC counts in MiniPlug towers in a pbar-p event at 1960 GeV.
• "jet" indicates an energy cluster and may be just a hadron. The W fraction is in good agreement with the fraction measured in Run I based on a rapidity gap analysis.
The Z fraction is about 10% smaller than the W fraction, just as in non-diffractive events A progress report was presented on the diffractive structure function in dijet production and on an analysis on central rapidity gaps in min-bias and very forward dijet events. 
